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Tri-Sigs on
sidelines
Raising expectations for
week

"We have Disability Awareness Week not to make people aware ofdisabilities, but to make them
aware of those people's lives~ This is my point in being here today. With my accident, all ofasudden
this spaced-out, unfocused kid became afocused, passionate participant in figuring out who Iwas."
John Hockenberry,
Dateline NBC correspondent

Hockenberry says
accomplishments
wibyl RHANDA
becomeM. FARMER
greater

National office puts sorority on social
probation but won't release information
by BUTCH BARKER and

reporter

The Emmy Award-winning
Dateline NBC correspondent,
John Hockenberry, told Marshall
students, faculty and staff to
raise expectations, especially
those for disabled people, in
order to have understanding.
"My own sense of personal
legacy is fighting those lowered
expectations, not so much from
society, although I think that's
where they come from, but
inside myself," Hockenberry told
an audience of about 85 people
Tuesday in the Don Morris Room
of the Memorial Student Center.
"Higher expectations lead to
greater accomplishments."
Hockenberry'was the keynote·
speaker for Disability Awareness
Week. His presentation was
by Mike Andrick
sponsored by the Office of Chris Worth, left, from Pocahontas County, talks with John Hockenberry, NBC photo
Multiculturalism and Inter- spondent, Tuesday. Hockenberry was on campus for Disability Awareness Week. news correnational Affairs, the W. Page Pitt
School of Journalism and Mass sure why he was at college when now and for disabled people
Communications and WSAZ. he was there. Hockenberry want- they're really low," he said.
"Marshall has a long and ed to be amusician, apoet and, "The effect of low expectations
proud tradition serving disabled perhaps, awriter.
is that you don't do much, don't
students. Disabled students have Hockenberry has used awheel- participat'e and stay apart of a
been graduating from Marshall chair for the past 24 years since disenfranchised population."
for 20 years," said Steve Hensley, he suffered aspinal cord injury in Hockenberry said that by
associate dean of student affairs. an automobile accident.
fighting that lowered sense of
Hensley introduced Hocken- "That accident marked the expectation, great accomplishberry with quotes from•Hocken- time when my mind quit being ments and success can follow.
berry's book "Moving Violations: a toy box and became aprob- Hockenberry talked about his
War Zones, Wheelchairs and lem-solving tool," he said.
experiences on the New York
Declarations of Independence." Hockenberry questioned the subway.
by Mike Andrick
"We imagine one life and live need for adisability week, say- Ten years ago, Hockenberry John Hockenberry,photowho
uses
another," Hensley said, quot- ing people know there are dis- started an investigation of how awheelchair, tells of his expeing Hockenberry's book.
abled people out there.
accessible the New York sub- riences riding the subway.
Hensley says Disability Aware- "We have Disability Awareness way system was. He found out
ness Week's goal is to let students Week not to make people aware the system was not accessible expected there to be aplan or
know about the services Marshall of disabilities, but to make them at all. Now, Hockenberry can that there should be a plan,"
offers and to show them disabled aware of those people's lives," he take the subway to work every- Hockenberry said. "The power
people can be successful.
said. '1'his is my point in being day because there are elevators of society to change doesn't
come from one person. It comes
"All of you are at the ground here today. With my accident, all at the two stops he uses.
the fact that groups of
floor of your public lives right ofasudden this spaced-out, unfo- Hockenberry discovered there from
now," Hockenberry told the cused kid became afocused, pas- was no plan to help disabled peo- people have expectations that
sionate participant in figuring ple out ofthe subway ifthere was are impossible to ignore."
students in the audience.
an emergency stop at astation Hockenberry urged audience
Hockenberry shared stories out who Iwas."
from his college life.
Hockenberry says expecta- without an elevator. He was sur- members to raise expectations.
"I got lucky at atime when tions are life-shaping factors. prised by the support he received "Ifwe can engender people and
raise expectations, perhaps using
everything was uncertain in "It's important to remember from other people in the station. disability
as square one, we can
my life," he said.
that the expectations we have "Ten years ago, no one in the
Hockenberry said he wasn't for society are pretty low right subway station would have accomplish much," he said.

COURTNEY L. BAILES
The Parthenon

Members of Sigma Sigma
Sigma Sorority are setting out
Greek Week activities following a
social probation
issue MORE
given
by the sorority's national office. INSIDE
"As of right now, Ou~ View p4
the sorority is on
social probation," said Christina
Lerch, president of Sigma Sign1a
Sigma.
Lerch said she could not comment on the reasons why the
sorority was placed on social
probation because of an order
from the national office.
The reason the chapter was
banned from Greek Week and

placed on social probation is
between the national office and
the university chapter, said
Paula Geary, from Sigma Sigma
Sigma's national office, which
refused further comment.
The executive council of Sigma
Sigma Sigma put the sorority on
probation, Lerch said. She said
~he does not know when the probation will be lifted.
While on social probation, the
orority is supposed to focus on
national philanthropies and
activities.
"We are still afully functioning sorority," Lerch said.
Dr. Donnalee Cockrille, dean
of student affairs, said the university was not involved in the
Please see GREEK, P3

New senators
take SGA oath
by RHANDA M. FARMER
reporter

Student Court Justice Jason
Downey swore in three new
senators at Tuesday's Student
Senate meeting.
Sens. Bryan Casto, College of
Business; Kevin Edmunds,
Community and .Technical
College; and Matthew Matson,
College of Science were sworn in.
Three open seats in the Graduate School and one open seat in
the Community and Technical
College remain. Applications
are being taken for those positions.
Applications may be picked up
in the Student Government Office,
Memorial Student Center 2W22
and returned to Sen. Nate Kuratomi's mailbox in the SGA Office.
"We want people that want to
be involved, active and con-

structive in student government," Kuratomi said.
SGAis no longer accepting nominations for sergeant at arms. Sen.
Archie Locke, Community and
Technical College, was appointed
to that position.
Duties for the sergeant at
arms include keeping order by
removing unruly senators or
gallery members and escorting
gallery members outside the
SGA office during aclosed session.
Alpha Chi Sigma received an
allocation of $500 to help them
attend the 45th Biannual Conclave in St. Louis, Mo. All chapters
of Alpha Chi Sigma are required
to send at least one delegate to the
conclave, according to Rob Rambacker, treasurer of the Gamma
Eta chapter ofAlpha Chi Sigma.
Please see SGA, P3

'Bedroom Farce'
to examine relationships
"It's really three dif-

by CHARLENE L. CORNELL
reporter

photo by J Nesbitt

Delta Zeta member Danika Barnett pitches for her team
Tuesday during the women's kickball tournament.

Kickball
heats up achilly day
by ELINE M. LOEFGREN We are out here playing kickSKEIDE
reporter

Tuesday's scattered snow
showers did not stop the
Greeks from continuing their
Greek Week events. Kickball
was the activity of the day at
Buskirk Field.
Sigma Phi Epsilon members
were in good spirits despite
the weather.
"Hey, at least I'm not muddy,"
David Schoen, Charleston
freshman, said.
Pi Kappa Phi member
James Armstrong, Madison
senior, said, "Oh, I love this.

ball in the snow. I feel like I
am in fourth grade again."
As the snow went away and
the sun returned, the fraternity
members' ball deflated, leaving
the guys on the sideline to watch
the girls finish their t.ournament.
Alpha Xi Delta played Phi
Mu sorority first and won. In
the final game, however, they
were defeated by Delta Zeta.
Alpha Tau Omega won the
men's kickball game.
Greek Week continues today
with avolleyball tournament
at 3:30 p.m. and trivia contest
at 9 p.m. at Marco's in the
Memorial Student Center.

Marshall's Theatre Department
takes alook at marriage, family
and friends in its next play.
"Bedroom Farce," written by
Alan Ayckbourn, tells the story
of Susannah and Trevor, acouple whose marriage is heading
for disaster. The couple vents
its anger on family and friends,
leading to arguments.
Susannah and Trevor's family and friends consist of three
other couples: Trevor's mother
and father, Delia and Ernest;
Trevor's former fiancee Jan,
her husband, Nick; and friends
Kate and Malcolm.
The evening begins as Delia and
Ernest prepare for an evening out,
while Kate and Malcolm get ready
for aparty they are throwing.
The guests arrive and Susannah and Trevor argue, ruining
the party and the evening.
"It's really three different
looks at marriage through three
couples, actually four when you
include the couple, whose bedroom is not on stage," director
David Cook said. "Their bedrooms do reflect who they are
and also reflects their view of
marriage, too."
The set consists of three sideby-side bedrooms, which were

ferent looks at marriage through three
couples ... Their bedrooms do reflect who
they are and also
reflects their view of
marriage, too."

David Cook,
designed by James MorrisSmith, director of theatre facilities at the Joan C. Edwards
Playhouse. The bedrooms are
photo by J Nesbitt
those of Susannah and Trevor's John K. Mehaffey, left, Michael Naglee, Aimee Cox and Bryenne
family and friends.
Hutton practice during dress rehearsal Monday.
"It's awonderful use of space,"
Cook said. "In afarce, one of the
elements that you run into is Cox performed in "I Ought to Be Brent Rayburn, Charleston
there is acertain amount of action in Pictures" this past semester. sophomore, plays Ernest. He has
that takes place. It is generally Susannah is played by Randi acted in "Crimes of the Heart."
fast-moving and the way the stage Lehasky, Moundsville• fresh- "Oliver" and "Midsummer Night's
is divided limits that action. You man. Lehaskey has acted in Dream."
have alimited place to play in. So such plays as "Crimes of the The plays starts today and
what Ayckbourn does, he uses Heart," "Oliver," "Midsummer runs through Saturday at 8
lighting to substitute for that. So _Night's Dream" and "The Heidi p.m. nightly. Tickets are availas the action shifts from room to Chronicles."
able at the box office in the Joan
room t.o room the lighting shifts." Lindsey Stevens, Teays Valley C. Edwards Playhouse. Student
The play features four veter- senior, is Delia. She has acted tickets are free with aMarshall
an actors of the Marshall the- in "Keely and Du," "Blithe ID. Tickets cost $10 for adults
atre, Cook said. Aimee Cox, Spirit," "The Good Doctor" and and $8 for seniors, children
Chester freshman, plays Kate. "The Heidi Chronicles."
u:-der 17, faculty and staff.
director of'Bedroom Farce'

ent
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Sweet tooth turns bitter

TYLER, Texas (AP)- Kenneth Payne Ill drew a16-year prison sentence after being convicted
of swiping aSnickers candy bar from aconvenience store. He has previous convictions for stealing abag of Oreos and abox of tools. The district attorney's office tried Payne as ahabitual
offender, bumping the misdemeanor shoplifting charge to felony theft, making him eligible for up
to 20 years in prison. Assistant District Attorney Jodi Brown said she was surprised by the jury's
sentencing recommendatiqn. "But it was aking-size," she added, "and it was aSnickers bar. If it
was aMilky Way, we probably wouldn't have even tried him on it."
Page edited by CarrieSmith
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Gore, ·Bush: Schools are in crisis
by RUSS BYNUM
The Associated Press
ATLANTA-Al Gore says the
problem of bad schools should be
treated as a "national e~rgency" and that he - not rival
George W. Bush - used that
phrase first.
During a visit to Morehouse
College, astudent pressed Gore on
why the education improvements
he is promising as apresiqential
candidate haven't come sooner.
The vice president replied by
saying he felt "the same sense of
urgency."
"We caonot afford to wait
another day for the dramatic
changes and improvements
that are needed," said Gore, the
likely Democratic candidate for
president. "We need to treat the

existence of failing schools as a
national emergency. Iused that
phrase a year
ago."
Bush, the presumed Republican
presidential nomi- Gore
nee, last week
described illiteracy among young
students as a "national emergency" and unveiled a$5 billion
program to ensure they can read
by the end of the third grade.
Gore wants to spend $115 billion over 10 years to reduce class
sizes by hiring about 70,000 teachers. His plan also calls for money
for school construction and linking
every classroom and library to the
Internet within four years.
He said he used the "national
emergency" phrase last year in a

Political p~rties, others
push voter registration

by race. Charges basically
State Democrats varying
cover Voter.com costs. The site
its profit off advertising,
and Republicans makes
creator Craig Smith, aformer
political advisor to President
show support for forsaidClinton
and campaign manager
Gore.
www.Voter.com - edTheAlcandidate,
site has apage for each listwith biographical
by JENNIFER BUNDY .
The Associated Press
CHARLESTON - The st:ite
Republican and Democratic parties Tuesday joined in two efforts
to register and inform voters
before the May 9primary.
GOP Chairman David Tyson
and Democratic Chairman Pat
Maroney urged people to register
to vote before Monday, the deadline to register before the primary.
They also announced their support of Voter.com, anew non-partisan Internet site designed to
help voters who want to learn
about candidates.
After plugging in your zip code,
the site gives. a list of West
Virginia candidates for governor,
secretary of state, U.S.Senate and
the 2nd Congressional District,
the top four contested primary
races·this year.
Candidates in other races can
pay to have their infonnation on
the site, with monthly charges

information and their positions
on issues the site tracks.
The site also has links to each
candidates' campaign Web site.
"The Internet will change campaigns in their country. No longer
will candidates be restricted to 30
second television sports to convey
their message," Smith said.
Maroney said the site will
promote positive instead of
negative campaigning, allowing candidates to discuss their
ideas in depth.
Tyson said, "This will greatly
increase voter participation."
There are 1,007,811 registered
voters in the state, including
632,288 Democrats, 295,825 Republicans, 420 Libertarians and
79,278 others.
The numbers are higher in all
categories than in 1996, when
there were 932,111 registeted voters. That year, there were
616,207 Democrats, 288,199 Republicans, no registered Libertarians and 66,338 others,
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Saturday, April 8, 2000
in the
MU Student Center
(Don Morris Room)
7:30 P.M.

Admission: $10.00
($8.00 if you bring two nonperishable food items
for the Huntington Area Food Bank.)
MU Students Free with ID
This ,:onrcrt is spon,orcd hy th~ MU Student Chapter of the Percussive
Arts Soricty with finall(:iul .issisturH:i.! from thi.! MU Office of
Multiculturai Affairs. College of hnc Ans. Department nf Music. For
inforrnatior1 contact the MU Department nf Music:304-696-3117.

May commence- home of party donor Larry
ment speech at Cooper that was expected to raise
Graceland College $1.8 million.
in Lamoni, Iowa. A "I want all of you to feel this is
transcript of the the best decision you've ever
speech is available made in politics," said Gore, who
on his campaign attended with Gov. Roy Barnes.
"We've got along way to go and
Web site.
Gore was switc- Georgia is akey state."
Bush hing
subjects Tue- Fund raising was abig part of.
sday, speaking at aPhiladelphia Gore's schedule this week. He
community center about propos- also was attending events in
als to ensure that women - Annapolis, Md., on Wednesday,
homemakers and widows, in par- Palm Beach, Fla., Thursday and
ticular - get their fair share Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Friday.
under Social Security, aides said.· Back at Morehouse, Gore
He also was heading to Glen went out of his way to appeal to
Cove, N.Y, on Long Island for a the predominantly black audipair of fund-raisers that were ence.
expected to net $300,000 for the Gore is counting on heavy
Democratic National Committee. turnout among black voters to
In Atlanta, Gore also attended win states like Georgia, which is
a$100,000-a-couple reception for considered atoss-up state in the
the DNC Monday night at the presidential race.

Rahall: Repealing gas tax will cost
$209 million in highway funding

CHARLESTON (AP) - wholesale level and not at the
Repealing a 4.3-cent federal pump. If the savings are
tax on gas could cost West passed on, the average
Virginia $209 million in federal motorist would save only 50
highway construction funds, a cents aweek, he said.
spokesman for Rep. Nick Corridor Hand other highway
Rahall says.
projects could be threatened if
"There are devastating im- the tax is repealed, said Sam
pacts in terms of highway Beverage, acting transportation
safety, in terms of new pot- secretary and commissioner of
holes, in terms of construction the Division of Highways.
on new highways coming to a "I don't think anyone should
halt because this tax goes be fooling with this gas tax. It
directly back to highway pro- would definitely have anegagrams," Jim Zoia said Monday .tive impact on West Virginia
during a news conference on and all transportation systems
nationwide," Beverage said.
Corridor H.
Republicans in Congress Corridor His aplanned fourhave proposed repealing the lane highway from Interstate
tax to ease the sting of high gas 79 near Weston to the Virginia
prices on consumers.
state line. The highway has
Zoia said there is no guaran- been completed to Elkins and
tee oil companies would pass a recent settlement ended a
along the savings to consumers lawsuit that challenged its
since the tax is collected on the construction east of Elkins.

Theis June
12th LSAT
approaching.
~

•

Prepare for August MCAT
Classes Start May 13th

Classes Held in Charleston at UC

1-800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

--- --*LSAT is aregistered trademark of the Law School AdmissionCouncil

Home City Ice

Home City Ice

Great Job Opportunltlesll

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time
During Breaks, Free Days and Summer
Flexible Hours aGREAT PAYn
We offer 10-40 hours·per week (more if desired)

.523-5615

Parkersburg,
WV
Clarksburg,
WV
Sutton,WV
Portsmouth,
Gallipolis, OHOH
e-mail wburns@homecityice.com
It is possible to train in one mil !Y during school and work in

'_, Convenientlyt,~cared! ·. ~i: Best Valuei .

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
NEAR M.U.

1&2

BEDROOMS

LSAT Classes start April 11

NOW LEASING
• d

•
1&2 Bedroom
Carpet, A/C, Parking &Laundry.
Call for appointment

his own reputation. "Did she
say that?"he roared at the questioner. "Sit down! Shut up!"
"I'm very forceful.in my advoNORTHPORT, N.Y.
cacy,"the mayor added. "Maybe
Nearly amonth after giving up Washington needs a little of
his presidential effort, Sen. John that."
McCain was back on a cam- The name of the party's likepaign bus Tuesday urg- ......----, ly presidential nominee,
ing New Yorkers to elect
George W. Bush, came
his "soul mate," Rudolph
up only in passing, as
Giuliani, to help reform
when McCain threw in
big-money politics.
what stands for now for
In Giuliani "I think I
an endorsement:
will have astaunch and
"I support the nominee
strong ally in the United
of my party, I've had conStates senate for camversations with Govpaign finance reform," McCain ernor Bush," McCain
McCain told atown hall
said, though he has not
meeting of more than 100 people said when he would endorse the
at American Legion Post 694. Texas governor, or under what
The mayor agreed with circumstances. He confirmed on
McCain on campaign funding, his way into the hall that he
even though Giuliani aims to would seek more agreement
raise $20 million, some of it in from Bush on campaign finance
soft, or unregulated, donations, reform.
in his battle with first lady Giuliani mentioned Bush's
Hillary Rodham Clinton.
campaign in answer to aques"I have to be competitive," tion about whether Republicans
Giuliani said.
,
can hope to win New York State.
If voters like MtCain's The mayor said he keeps
pugnaciousness, the ~enator reminding the Bush campaign
said, they'll love Giuliani.
that Ronald Reagan won the
"We need more mild-man- state in 1980 and 1984, and
nered, even-tempered individu- that Bush can, too, if he can
als like Rudy and myself who attract moderate Republicans
will never rock the boat or say and Democrats - the same
anything that's controversial in coalition that propelled McCain
nature," McCain told the laugh- to victory in New Hampshire
ing crowd. "I look forward to and Michigan.
having a soul mate in the McCain took a trip down
United States Senate."
memory lane on abus hired by
Told by one member of the Giuliani -without the "Straight
audience that Clinton has Talk" logo-to the senator's first
alleged Giuliani lacks the tern- campaign event since his camperament to get along in the paign collapsed March 7in the
Senate, Giuliani poked fun at Super Tuesday primaries.
by LAURIE KELLMAN
The Associated Press

Get the score that gets you in.

Route Delivery Ii Packaging Positions
$6.50 -$10.00/ffour
call Local Plant as soon as Possible

Ryan Arms• Marco Arm~• Applegrove

McCain hits campaign trail
to support Mayor Giuliani

1-80().;545-4423
Milton, WV

another during summer break. We olfer Schedule Flexibility

Start training NOW1

Homes For Rent

4BR House for Rent 1Block
from _Campus $700 per month
Call 525-3409 or 453-5100
Large Unfurnished House.
1 mile from Campus. 6 B/R
21 /2 baths. No pets. Utilities not
included. Available in May. $975
per month. Call 523-7756
Bryan Arms 1 BR Furnished
Apt. 1/2 block from campus. call
696-9762
Nice 2BIR Furnished Apts. @
1739 6th Ave. One Bath, Air
Conditioned. Carpeted, Laundry
facility, Off street parking,
Damage deposit, One year
lease. Phone 522-1843
MU AREA 5 room duplex,
completely furnished. Porch
and yard, very clean, quiet
area. No pets. phone 523-5119
HOUSE FOR LEASE
HIGHLAWN AREA
HUNTINGTON
3-5 BEDROOM, TWO FULL
BATHS, FORMAL DINING
-AREA WITH FRENCH DOORS,
CEILING FANS IN EVERY
ROOM, PRIVACY FENCING,
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR ON
ALL THREE STORIES,
WASHER/DRYER HOOKUP,
JUST AFEW BLOCKS FROM
MARSHALL IN A QUIET
RESIDENTIAL SETTING
SIX-MONTH LEASE AT
$650 AMONTH •DAMAGE
DEPOSIT SAME AS RENT
PERFECT FOR 3-4 GOOD
FRIENDS NEEDING TO
SHARE EXPENSES!!!
IF INTERESTED, CALL
697-0165 OR 697-3066

Hon1es For Rent

Now Renting for Summer &
Fall $325-$550Near MU &
Near Ritter Park Call 6348419
Near MU 2and 3Bedroom
apartments. Utilities Paid.
Call 522-4780
Apartment for Rent 1&2
Bedroom. No Pets. 522-7391
days or 697-0531 evenings

mnsn
Employment

Make your- own schedules.
Excellent job opportunity.
Flexible work hours. Full
time or part time. Fast cashHiring
waitresses,
hostesses,
bartenders,
mixers, and dancers. Safe
secure working environment.
Lady Godivas Gentlemen's
Club. Apply in person. Chris
736-3391 After 3p.m.
Hiring all shifts Flexible
scheduling Prr only. Also
hiring for Summer. Apply in
person at TCBY 9th Ave. &
8th St.
CHOIR DIRECTOR NEEDED
The
historic
First
Congregational Church in
downtown Ceredo, WV is
seeking a DIRECTOR for a
small adult choir. Knowledge of
various styles of church music
required. Salary is above
average for the work required.
Send resumes to P.O. Box
1148, Ceredo, WV 25507 or
telephone 453-3326.

Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley
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Phi Mu crowns Mr. Universe-ity
by ELINE M. LOEFCREN
SKEIDE

reporter
Phi Mu sorority has been
busy this semester raising
money for those in the community.
Its most recent event was a
beauty pageant, but the sorority sisters weren't the contestants.
Marshall fraternity members strutted their stuff in boxers during the Mr. Universeity pageant this past Saturday
at Marco's in the basement of
the Memorial Student Center.
The pageant was a fundraiser for the Children's
Miracle Network, Phi Mu's
national philantrophic organization.
' We felt that this was an
especially unique way of raising money for the Miracle "I thought it (the Mr.
Network," Crystal Cash, Phi Universe-ity pageant)
Mu junior from St. Albans,
said. "It was great for everyone
was one of the
involved."
The pageant had nine con- funniest and most
testants. Every contestant had entertaining things I
to go through three rounds- have
done thus far at
the boxer shorts competition,
talent contest and question
Marshall."
rounds.
.
The talents varied from
singing and playing guitar, to
Stephanie Bennet,
massaging one of the judges
Phi Mu president
and dancing to "Bye, Bye, Bye"
byT.J.
N'Sync.
King from Alpha Sigma Chi _Omega; Lindsay Ritchie,
Phi won the competition, while ._ president of Delta Zeta and
Shaun Nichols and Ricky Stephanie Bennet, president of
Evans were first and second Phi Mu judged the pageant.
runners-up.
The Mr.Universe-ity pageant
"I thought it was one of the was successful, and Phi Mu
funniest and most entertain- may make it an annual event,
ing things Ihave done thus far said aPhi Mu sister.
at Marshall," Stephanie . "The work that went into
Bennet, Phi Mu president, putting it together was worth
said.
it and we will definitely be
"All of the contestants were holding the pageant again next
great sports and all were real- ~, year," Tabatha Gibson, Phi Mu
ly talented."
senior from Huntington, said.
Stephanie Wagoner, presi- Phi Mu sorority has spondent of Alpha Xi Delta; Staci sored several fund-raising
Wallace, president of Alpha events this semester.

LE": T. J. King, (right front)
won the Mr. Universe-ity
pageant Saturday at Marco's in
the MemorJal Student Center.
Shaun Nichols (at right in
background) and Ricky Evans
(left) were first and second
runners-up, respectively.
Phi Mu sponsored the
pageant to raise money for the
Children's Miracle Network,
the sorority's national philantrophy.
BELOW: The brothers of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
were the winners of the "Greek
Gods on Campus" coin collection fund-raiser.
Phi Mu also collected coins
with Alpha Sigma Phi to raise
money for St. Jude's cancer
research.

~

SGA
•From page 1

"At the conclave, we attend legislative sessions and forums
about leadership and officer
training," Rambacker said.
About six students will attend.
The senate passed resolutions
to •commend outgoing SGA
President Brandi Jacobs, Vice
President Tony Ponton and the
rest of the executive staff.
Sen. Charles Swanson, College
of Science, said, "Brandi is one of

the reasons I really enjoyed my
time here. You've done awonderful job. Thank you for everything
you've done for Marshall."
Holly Barker and David Fonda
applied for positions as senate
associates. Fonda said he wanted
to be involved because he wanted
to be aresponsible voice for students. Barker and Fonda were
both appointed.
Jacobs addressed the Student
Senate as president for the final
tin1e.
"We're really pushing student
government in the right direction
by accomplishing things like our

·
Manicures, Pedicures
&Artificial Nails

Full Set $30
Fil -ins $18
W/Student ID
Barbara
522-NAIL
(522-6245)
1017 20TH

Making adifference
has always been amatter
of applying yourself.
Here's where to apply.
Stop by and find out
about the hundreds of
international opportunities
for Marshall students
of all majors!

by CHELSEA J. CARTER

The Associated Press Writer
ORANGE, Calif. -Anthony
Colin wanted to create aclub at
his high school where students
could get together and promote
tolerance of homosexuality.
Instead, his idea for a GayStraight Alliance Club has
divided the community, generating threats, courtroom battles and heated school board
meetings.
One student was arrested for
biting aprincipal.
"This whole thing has
stopped being about my club.
It's become this debate about
sex," said Colin, 16, a sophomore at EI Modena High
School.
Although homosexual concerns - like anti-discrimination laws and lifestyle acceptance - have been discussed
for decades, dealing with them
in public schools is a recent
development.
"Students are feeling more

comfortable and, therefore, a
little more courageous about
coming forward'' to ask for
recognition of student clubs,
said Julie Underwood of the
National Schoolboards Association, which represents the
country's 15,000 districts.
Since 1989, students have
formed more than 700 GavStraight Alliance clubs at high
schools across the country about half came after the beating death two years ago of gay
Wyoming college student
Matthew Shepard.
The clubs, supported by the
Gay, Lesbian, Student
Education Network, or GLSEN,
promote education and tolerance of homosexuality.
Efforts to form gay-oriented
•clubs are being met by resi,;tance from parents. school officials and religious leaders.
Battle lines between parents
and club organizers have been
drawn in California, Utah.
Louisiana, Indiana and Florida.
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happened during a sorority
event then the offices of Greek
and student affairs at Marshall
would become involved. Slw
From page 1
said the rules suggest agatherprobation, but received aletter ing of 10 or more member::;
from the national office during would count as a sorority
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zations are on social pro"I don't know the cirbation but their national
cumstances and no comchapters decided not to
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pating in Greek Week.
said. "My understanding
Cockrille said such prois the reason for the probations aren't uncombation probably wouldn't
be aviolation of the Code Cockrille mon.
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'·There's a chance that this body who's receiving correctiYc '
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could come to us, but right now action,"
"It's common. Sororitie::; han•
Idon't know what the heart of serious
national policies to folthe matter is,'' Cockrille added.
Cockrille said if an incident low."
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Events include the "Greek
Gods on Campus" coin collection to raise money for stickers
denouncing domestic violence.
The stickers were to be placed
on area police cruisers.
Members of Alpha Tau
Omega received more coin
donations than any other frawork with Habitat for Humanity,"
Jacobs said.
"We brought student government back to where it needed to
be. We're starting to look more
like student leaders and less like
future career politicians up here."
Ponton also delivered his final
message as vice president. "I've
been up here three years and
they've been three really great
years. Thank you for making this
so much fun," he said.
Bill Walker and Cory Deruuson
will be inaugurated as the new
SCA president and vice pre,sident
on Sunday at 7p.m.
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ternity and were named the
"Greek Gods on Campus."
Phi Mu also collected coins
with Alpha Sigma Phi to raise
money for St. Jude's cancer
research and visited the children's wards at Huntington
hospitals with Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity.
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indsor Place
Apartnients
1408 Third Avenue

304-736-2623
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Peace Corps will be on Marshall U.
. campus TODAY, April 5th!
Information
Table
9a.m -3p.m.
Student Center Lobby

Information
Session
3:30 p.m. -5p.m.
Memorial Student Center
Rooms 2E11 &2E12
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Public schools dealing
with homosexual issues

2blocks from campus. Contempory
2bedroom luxury apartments,
w/furnished kitchen (dishwasher),
Brand new carpet, Laundry, Security
Gates, Sun Deck, Cable TV, Off-street
PARKING, No pets, DD,
rent starting at $550 +utilities.
THE NICEST PLACE IN TOWN TO LIVEI I

www.peacecorps.gov ·
800-424-8580
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-Steve Hensley
associate dean of student affairs, quoting John
Hockenberry's book "Moving Violations: War Zones,
Wheelchairs and Declarations of Independence"
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Public Relations.
It's defined in Webster's Dictionary
as "The actions of acorporation, organization, etc., in promoting goo~ will
between itself and the public ..."
Generally, it's good practice for anyone to clear the air when there are
rumors floating around about them.
Moreover, it's bad practice to say "no
comment" when there's going to be a
story published about possible wrong
doing.
According to aPage One story in
today's Parthenon, Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sorority has be placed on social probation, which includes not being permitted to participate in Greek Week activities.
Although the reason is unknown, it
could be minor or severe for all we
know. We received the "no comment"
phrase from both the Tri-Sigma national office and the Marshall chapter president.
The sorority president said she was
told not to discuss the context of why
they were placed on probation, which
we do not doubt. After reporter
Courtney Ross had the phone slammed
in her ear by the public relations',person at the Tri-Sigma national office, we
really believe it.
That's just bad PR. Why do people
refuse to talk when everyone knows
something is going on? It only makes
the party in question look guilty and
the situation sound worse than it may
be.
The sorority could be punished for
something as simple as attending an
open party. But now our suspicions
have risen.
We wish we didn't have to have suspicion::.;. Wewish we could have been
told the truth.
Not for our curiosity, but for yours.
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Clinton's passage

by JASON MCDEVITT
McGil Tribune (McGil University)
<U-WIRE) MONTREAL Robert Louis Stevenson once
wrote: Ihave trod the upward
and the downward slope; Ihave
longed for all, and bid farewell
to hope; And Ihave lived and
loved, and closed the door.
Ah, how apropos. How
poignant. In fact, Ifind this little verse particularly touching,
as Ihave recently given up.
Given up on what, you query?
Well, things in general, Iguess.
Yes, Iam now officially just
along for the ride. Ihave given
up all pretensions of getting to
take the wheel for aspell. Or
even of getting to beep the horn
at the old people as we careen by
the nursing home.
Ihave given up trying to
understand the flurry of changes
that this big mean world throws
my way every day. Why, I've
even found myself feeling old
lately. Case in point: Ican
remember atime, dating back to
aperiod in my memory that I
have apparently not successfully
repressed, when mannequins in
store windows did not have hard
nipples. Yes, kids. It's true.
Ihave given up trying to
understand people who wait for
an elevator to go up one or two
floors. You lazy people are the

people who will have heart
attacks. Don't you be hoping for
mouth to mouth from me.
Ihave given up trying to dodge
all the dog shit on the ground, a
present from all the people who
didn't clean up after their pets all
winter. Yes, Iam getting it on my
shoes. But Iam also putting some
of it in abag, and burning it on
the front porch of those who left it
in the park in the first place.
Ihave given up trying to be
tolerant of the cell-phone users
here at our fair university. Ihave
given up trying to figure out
what is so damn important that
you have to take phone calls in
class, in the library, at funerals,
etc. (Sample McGill student conversation on acell-phone: "Hi,
Mom, it's Timmy. Uh, Iforgot my
lunch. Can you drop it off for me
at the SSMU front desk?" "Yes,
honey, of course. Ipacked your
favorite, peanut butter and jelly.
Try not to get any on your nice
black leather coat.") But cellphone users, don't despair. When
you get abrain tumor from that
damn thing, or end up in acar
accident because you were talking instead of driving, you'll be
able to get ahold of adoctor
"stat".
Ihave also stopped trying to
catch on to fashion. Apparently,
at ameeting that Iwas not invited to, the Montreal Fashion

Mafia decreed that the following
would be dressing for success:
Intentionally mess up your hair.
Put lots of chemicals in it so it
looks greasy. (For women) Wear
tight black pants, and, if possible, wear pants and askirt
simultaneously. Wear big, clunky
shoes. This is the new definition
of"chic". (Incidentally, although I
was not consulted by the MFM
when this decision was made, I
do feel that Ihad something to
do with it all. While Iwas living
in Miami and dating Calvin
Klein, Itold him of anew fashion craze that Ihad seen in
Saudi Arabia, which Iwas calling the "Sheik look". Apparently,
he didn't care for the "look", but
liked the name, stole it, changed
the spelling so Icouldn't sue for
theft of intellectual property,
then dumped me. That bitch!)
Finally, Ihave given up trying
to dissuade those Jehovah's
Witnesses from coming to my
house. Damn it, guys, you knew
the rules! If Iwon the armwrestling match, Ididn't have to
convert. And Iwon! So there!
Leave me alone! (Plus, Ialready
signed my soul away to the
Church of Scientology after John
Travolta beat me in ping-pong... )
Thank you for reading all year,
and look for my new column in
Martha Stewart's Living:
"Adventures in Potpourri".
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to India important Tobacco ruling wrongly rewards risk taxers

Staff Editorial
Harvard Crimson (Harvard
University)
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. While critics have claimed that President
Clinton's trip lastweek to India was representative of lame-duck foreign policy pursued by the second-tenn president, the
importance of the journey should not be
dismissed. The last time an American
president visited India was 1978, when
socialist leader Indira Gandhi ruled the
country with an iron fist.Just one year
after President Carter visited, Gandhi subverted the constitution and rigged national
elections, throwing the Indian political system into tw1noil and leading the country
into adecade of fractious ethnic and religious tensions.
Things have since changed. India is
now the world's largest democracy and
home to one of the most well-educated
work forces in theworld.
Clinton'strip to India was asymbolic
gesture to mend the rift between the two
countties - and it succeeded. While critics
again claimed that asimple trip abroad
could not resolve decades of testy relations,
it did. Clinton met with Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee in New Delhi for
extensive talks on the nuclear test ban
treaty; he met with business leaders in the
bustling technology capital of Hyderabad;
he met with Indian women to share their
concems over views of the female in traditional Indian culture. The largeprotest
groups expected were small gatherings; the
bottles thrown at the American Embassy
by youths were replaced with cheers.

Staff Editorial
The Collegiate Times
Nirginia Tech)

(U-WIRE) BLACKSBURG,
Va. - It is hard in any situation
to side in favor of big tobacco
companies, particularly when the
fatal effects of their product kills
hundreds of people each day.
However, when ajury in San
Francisco awarded $20 million in
punitive damages to adying exsmoker last week "who took up
the habit after the surgeon general's warning began appearing on
cigarette packs," (Washington
Post, March 27) one had to question the extent to which these
companies should be held liable.
In acase such as this one in
which the smoker acquired the
habit with the knowledge of
potential deadly consequences,
readily provided by both the cigarette manufacturers as well as
the scientific community, it is
hard to view the superior court's
ruling as just and fair.
This notwithstanding, Leslie
Whitely and her husband are
now multi-millionaires as a
result of their irresponsibility.
In turn, the effect of this court's
decision is significantly dangerous
for it could lead to huge rewards in
similar cases in which other com-

panies, not exclusively tobacco corporations, are held liable even
though the clearly provided warnings about the effects oftheir products are visible on the package.
This is in no way astatement
to advocate the way tobacco companies in the United States do
business, for their documented
cover up tactics in the past are
especially reprehensible. They
have been, and continue to be,
prosecuted to the fullest extent of
the law for these infractions and they deserve any punishment
the courts deem appropriate.
Yet in this situation the egregious past offenses of Philip
Morris Co. and R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. were used to unjustly convict them when these incidences had little bearing on the
present case. The specific scope
of the case focused on the adequacy of the surgeon general's
warning on cigarette packages;it
should have had very little to do
with past deceptionsand specifically addressed the personal
responsibility of each smoker.
Leslie Whitely knew of the
warnings posted on the cigarette
pack from which she drew every
cigarette she smoked, but she
decided to take the risk -- and
she paid for her lack of prudence.
The surgeon general's warning
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specifically warns against use of
the product during pregnancy -Leslie Whitely admitted to smoking during her pregnancy.
Moreover, she admitted to smoking marijuana in addition to cigarettes, yet once again, the blame
for her lung problems were judged
by the court as not her fault.
As previously stated, this
court's decision will greatly effect
the future of tobacco litigation in
the United States. Unfortunately,
it appears this decision was not
only aimed at setting anew legal
precedent in tobacco cases, but
unlawfully focused toward comprehensively abolishing the cigarette industry.
If warning labels are not significant disclaimers for the industry
one has to wonder what the legally
appropriate course of action is for
cigarette manufacturers.
Seemingly their only other alternative is to construct ahealthy
cigarette, which is not only an oxymoron, but also an impossibility.
Thus, there is no other feasible precaution the industry can
take but the outright halt of
production indefinetly. If this is
indeed the course of action -- it
is not the appropriate place of
the local or state court systems
to decide if cigarettes will face
national prohibition.
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Fax us your opinions at
(304) 696-2519.

(304) 696-6696.

> ' ...
E-mailThe Parthenon
at
parthenon@marshall.edu

Letters sent to Campus View must not exceed
250 words. Opinion pieces longer than 250
words may be used as guest columns and published elsewhere on this page.

Reader shares drama of
Student
Health Services
Iwanted to share an event that recently

happened to my boyfriend at Student
Health Services. He had aloud barking
cough that didn't just sound like aslight
cold or anything of the sort. We talked
about it and agreed that he should go get it
checked out. On March 17th while we
were on our way home we stopped for his
appointment. He came out about ahalf
hour later with aprescription for an
inhaler. The physician's assistant, who
had diagnosed him with asthma, failed to
correctly write the prescription as we later
found out. We went to the pharmacy and
then had to go back to correct this error.
While my boyfriend was standing directly
behind the physician's assistant the receptionist commented on her mistake. The
physician's assistant replied, "I knew that."
My boyfriend then coughed loudly and she
turned around with agasp. She corrected
the mistake, but as we found out later, the
trouble had {ust begun. My boyfriend's
cough persisted so we went to the local
hospital at home to have it checked out. As
it turns out, his cough was not asthma,
instead it was pneumonia. Ithink that
this is unexcusable and have heard several
similar incidents. Something needs to be
done.
- Connie Yokum,
Huttonsvil e freshman

Marshall can improve
onThisit'letter
s spirit,
but how?
is in response to the article

by Michael Adams titled "Marshall fans
need traditions like those at Wisconsin and
Texas A&M." When I first read the headline I thought to myself"what could these
two schools have that we would want to
have?" I do not know much about these
two schools but Ido know that they both
have ahistory for tragedies. Others may
feel differently, but Ido not see death at
bon fires and students turning over cars in
riots as good school spirit that sets an
example.
Ido agree, however, that Marshall can
improve the spirit. But how? One good
example thousands of us were able to experience last fall at Clemson. Our "We are ...
MARSHALL" didn't hold acandle to their
traditions of the players touching the rock
as they ran onto the field and of the enthusiasm of the fans in the stands as they
chanted different fight songs. Although I
have never been, Ihear that Ohio State
has great traditions.
Ifeel these schools are better examples
of the kind of school spirit we should have
instead of fetal hon fires and riots in the
streets.
- Jen Schneider,

Wheeling senior
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Golf
team ready for action
The Thundering Herd golf team's 31st annual Marshall Invitational
,

tournament wil host 20 regional teams Friday and Saturday at
Huntington's Guyan Golf and Country Club.First round action is
scheduled to begin Friday with an 8:30 shot gun start, followed by the
second round. The third and final round is scheduled for 7:30 a.m.
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Bobcats runOhiopast
Thundering
Herd
wins meet,
but Marshall
seniors excel in
their
home finale
by AARON E. RUNYON

sports editor
Tuesday's dual meet with Ohio
University was the final home
track meet for Marshall seniors
Becky Pouch and B.J. Epps.
And they made the most ofit.
"It was great to run my last
race here at home," Pouch said
after winning the 1,500-meter
run with a time of 4:59.53. "It
would have been great to break
the school record here but we11
have to wait for the next few
weeks to see if Ican do it."
The Bobcats edged the Thundering Herd men's team 82-81
and the women's team 105-63 in
blustery conditions at the Walter
"Lefty" Rollins Track.
"They reached down and gave
it their best today, despite the
conditions," Marshall Coach
Jeff Small said.
"They truly gave a tremendous effort."
The cold weather may have
been the strongest motivator.
"On aday like this Ijust try
to have fun," said Epps, who set
a Mid-American Conference
season-best time of51.73 in the
400 hurdles Saturday. "You just
come out and try to run fast.
The faster you run the faster
you get it over with."
The star hurdler won the 100
in 11.14 and the long jump with
leap of 21-feet, 5-inch, his first
photo by J. Nesbitt collegiate attempt in the event.
Poca junior Josh Bradford won first place in the pole vault with Epps also recorded a secondavauJt of 14 feet Tuesday at the Walter "Lefty" Rollins Track. place finish in the 200 in 22.32.

MATH &ENGLISH CHALLENGE PLACEMENT EXAMS
. SCHEDULE FOR SPRING 2000

DATE

TIME

April 11 and 12, 2000

2:00·PM
and
4:30 PM
each day

"It's my first time running
the 100 and (participating in)
the long jump," said Epps, a
native of Rock Hill, S.C.
"But for right now I'm winning and it feels good coming
out here in front of what crowd
we have to win and enjoy it."
The men's team logged seven
other first-place finishes.
Senior Andrew Blair took
first in the 200 at 22.32.
Kevin Batey won the 800 at
1:59.57.

Senior Scott Johnson won the
1,500 at 4:07.38. Senior David
Lyle won the 3,000 at 9:07.20.
Josh Bradford won the pole
vault with a vault of 14 feet,
while Aaron Trammel won the
discus throw with a 137-feet,
10-inch throw.
The 4x400 relay team took
first at 3:40. 75.
"We had senior's finish first,
second and third in the 3,000
meter run," Small said of Lyle,
James Kramer and Will Byrnes.

"And they did that over a
team that dominated them
when they were freshmen."
In women's competition,
Marshall freshman April Craver
took first place in the hammer
throw with a 125-feet, 11-inch
throw and the discus with a
121-feet, 3-inch throw.
Senior Brooke Salmons finished first in the 800 at 2:23.80
and sophomore Alicia Cain won
the shot put with a 41-feet,
31/2-inch toss.

The Parthenon

Marshall University's Student Newspaper
welcomes applications for SUMMER &FALL 2000 positions

You may choose one of the following three options:

A.

photo by J Nesbitt

Members of Marshall University and Ohio University's men's track tec1ms compete in the 800·
meter run Tuesday at the Ohio Dual Meet at the Walter "Lefty" Rollins Track.

LOCATION
EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN
IN

cc 135

Students may take only one exam per time period.
B. In addition to these dates, alimited number of alternative dates and times are
available by appointment only in the MCTC Advising Center in the lower level of the
Community and Technical College Building. Please call 696-7047 for an appointment.
C. Information about the online Placement Exams is available at http://
web.marshall.edu/ctc/
Students must have the following items to be admitted to the on campus placement
exam session:
1. $10.00 Registration Fee for each exam attempted.
(Make checks payable to Marshall University or have correct amount in cash.)

2. Photo ID.
(MU ID or valid driver's license.)
3. (Cal
Pencils.
culators ARE permitted.)

Students must meet the following guidelines to qualify for these placement exams:
1. Astudent must be fully admitted to Marshall University or
Marshall Community and Technical College OR currently enrolled in
asecondary school with at least junior status.
2. Astudent who has received a"NC," "F," "WP," or "WF" in
developmental course is ineligible to attempt the placement exam
for that dropped or failed course.

EDITOR, MANAGING EDITOR, NEWS EDITOR,
WIRE EDITOR, SPORTS EDITOR,
LIFE! EDITOR, PHOTO EDITOR, ONLINE EDITOR
You can also join The Parthenon as·a .
student advertising representative, computer guru, .
graphic artist, editorial cartoonist, columnist,
news, sports or feature writer, photogra·pher.

DEADLINE to apply

4p.m. Monday, APRIL 17, 2000.

AlThel persons
are encouraged to apply by calling 696-2736, SH 315.
Parthenon is an Affirmative Action EOE and welcomes diversity.

WMUL-FM SS.1

is seeking
Directors Applications
for FALL 2000
Oirector'• po•itlons avalla&le:

Music, Sports, News, Promotion, Production,
Continuity, Traffic, Programming, Training

Application Deadline: FRIDAY, April 14, 2000

For job descriptions and applications contact
Dr. Charles G. Bailey at G9G-2294
Applications can be picked up in the
For more information, contact Nedra Lowe at 696-3017 or Monica Shafer at 696-5229. WMUL-FM staff room -2nd Floor, Communications Building
Pre-registration is not required.
WMUL is an Equal Opportunit Student Activit

,Ready for adventure?

Want to travel to Utah or Colorado? Do you like camping, hiking,
mountain biking and rock climbing? Then the Outdoor Adventure
Club may be for you. Find out more about the club and some of
the activities its 'llembers do and some of the places they go...

This week in Life!
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Rugby players explain their sport,
want students to support their team

8

t tos
ABOVE
LEFT: Marshall players practice ascrum, which is when the forwards from both teams
squeeze together and aball is placed in the middle as both teams attempt to kick it out of the back
~

J

of the pack to gain possession.

ABOVE: Marshall's Jimbo Boyd carries the ball against West Virginia University in rugby action.

by JAY M. MORLACHETTA backs, who play more in the the ball to teammates who are awarded a throw-in. Opposing
reporter
open field and maneuver the ball behind or parallel to them. forwards form two lines per-

Marshall's men's rugby program is relatively yourfg with a
little more than four years of
experience, but it has quickly
become abig problem for programs both large and small.
The team dominates all other
state schools, including WVU,
and it has alist ofimpressive performances, including a win
against the University of Cincinnati, amuch larger program.
Still, not many people seem
to notice the rugby team's
achievements.
.
"Some people don't even know
Marshall has arugby team. I've
met some people who think rugby
and lacrosse are the same thing,"
Charleston senior and team captain Chad Carte said.
Carte says he thinks some
people are turned off by rugby
because they don't know the
rules or object of the game.
It doesn't have to be that way,
he"It'
says.
•
s not too complicated as far
astatorrulessportgo,that
and it's agreat speccan be picked up
pretty quickly," Carte said.
He said if more people were
aware of the basic rules of
rugby, maybe more people
would become interested in the
team and the sport.
Carte wants "scrum" and
"ruck" to be familiar terms.
On the rugby field - or pitch
- both team have 15 players
each. There are eight forwards
and seven backs on each team.
The forwards are more involved
in winning possession for the

Dead-ball
line

through the opposition by passing, kicking or running with it.
The rugby pitch is 110 yards
by 75 yards with 20-yard end
zones in which the ball must be
touched down to make a fourpoint score, which is called atry.
There are goal posts similar
to those in football, which extra
points and penalty kicks are
shot through.
An extra point is taken anywhere on a line perpendicular
with the spot the ball was
touched down. Basically, the
closer one touches the ball
down to the middle of the end
zone, the easier the extra kick.
Penalty kicks are awarded for
many reasons and any player
can drop-kick the ball through
the opponent's uprights at any
time. Both scores ru:.e worth three
points.
Teams play two 40-minute
halves with a5-minute break.
"The aggressiveness, contact
and intensity are great aspects
of the game, and it's continuous·
action," Carte said.
"In rugby we play make-it,
take-it, so when you score, your
team gets the ball kicked back
to them."
Rugby, which is known for its
brutal physical play, involves
strategy and thought.
"Rugby players are a lot
smarter than most people probably think, but the sport does
take ahigh level of toughness
and athleticism," said Jason
Hayes, Hurricane senior and
forwards captain for the team.
Players can only kick or pass

When a ball is propelled forward apenalty is called - and
then ascrum occurs.
All forwards from both teams
will squeeze close together and
form ahuddle that resembles a
litter of baby pigs crowding in to
feed off their mother.
Aplayer puts the ball in the
middle and both teams attempt
to kick the ball out of the back of
the scrum with their heels. Then,
possession occurs and open play
begins.
"Everyone who comes to
watch the games seems to have
agood time," Hayes said.
"It's cool to watch abunch of
guys bang each other around
and just keep playing no matter
what."
Aplayer carrying the ball can
be tackled at any time by the
opposit1on. Tackles bring the ball
to the ground between opposing
players, causing aruck.
The rules of the ruck are the
same as the scrum, but only the
feet can be used to get the ball
into play.
Amaul is what happens
when one or more opponents
hold the ball and they are
joined by ateammate.
The scrum, ruck and maul
are three ways for teams to control possession and dominate
other teams.
"Most people don't make the
transition from football to
rugby, and that's why people
need to know more about it,"
Hayes said.
When aball is knocked out of
bounds the other team is

Goal
line

pendicular to the sideline and
attempt to bring the ball, which
is thrown between both lines,
out of the air. No one can bring
the ball into possession except
for the forwards.
"The game is pretty easy to
understand, and when you pick
up on the rules it is more fun to
watch," Hayes said.
"It is acontinuous game with a
lot of things happening unexpectedly."
Parkersburg junior Jeff
Starcher, a three-year team
member, says he wants students to become more aware of
the team and sport in order to
get more attention for himself
and his teammates.
"Some people don't know we
exist," Starcher said, "and
those who do, don't know how
well organized the program is."
The team receives $500 dollars from Marshall's Student
Government Association. That
takes care of about one or two
tournaments.
Players pay the rest of the
fees, Starcher said.
"We need some more support
from the university in getting a
field or organizing games," he
said, "and we also want more
students involved with rugby."
Starcher says students
should show their support
because the team is good thanks to afour-game winning
streak, the Thundering Herd is
4-2 this spring.
'We have agood shot next year
of going real far in the Division II
National Tournament," he said.

In-goal

15 m

(16.40 yd)

Goal

5.6m
(6.12 yd)
5m (5.47 yd)

Touch-in
goal line

t.e photo

Marshall and Miami participate in athrow-in, which is when a
ball is knocked out of bounds and and opposing forwards form
two lines perpendicular to the sideline and attempt to bring the
ball, which is thrown between both lines, out of the air. No one
can bring the ball into possession except for the forwards.

Rugby facts

•oriRugby
was said to have
ginated when aboy at

Rugby School in Rugby,
England, picked up and carried the ball during agame of
football in 1823. Previously,
the rules had only allowed
the ball to be kicked
•datesThefrommodernthe 'game
of rugby
1860s, when it
was adopted and modified by
other English schools and universities. In 1871 the English
Rugby Union was formed to
standardize the rules.
•anTheovalgame
is played with
ball, blunter in shape
than the American football so
that it may easily be bounced
and drop-kicked-that is,
kicked on the rebound.
•desiThegnated
form of rugby official y
as Rugby Union
Football played in more than
100 countries, including
Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, England, France, Italy,
Fiji, and South Africa.
•governi
The sport's international
ng body is the
International Rugby Football
Board {!AFB), located in
Dublin, Ireland.
In the United States there
are more than i400 rugby
clubs and more than 100.000
players, governed by USA
Rugby, located in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
•anRugby
was only played as
amateur sport until 1995,
when the IRFB passed ares~
olution allowing national gov-

•

Max. 100 m
(109.36 yd)

+
10 m
(10.94 yd)

22 rn
(24.06 yd)

Max.22 m
(24.06 yd)
graphic courtesy of www.encarta.com

In rugby union football, the objective is to run the ball into the opposing team's goal area or to kick the ball through the uprights
of the opposing team's goal. In arugby match, play rarely stops completely, and players may only advance the ball by running or
kicking. They are not permitted to make forward passes.

'

eming bodies and local rugby
clubs to pay their players.
•15Aplrugby
team consists of
ayers, generally divided
into 8forwards and 7backs
•areNopermisubstittedtutidurionsngofaplmatch
ayers
except for injury replacements
Injured players, once having
left the game, may not return.
•minAutesgameandusualis dilyvildaedstsinforto80
two 40-minute halves with no
time-outs.
•thanArugby
field is not more
100 meters (109.36
yards) in length and 69 meters
{75.46 yards) in width, and is
divided transversely by two
lines 22 meters (24.06 yards)
from each goal and ahalfway
line. Not more than 22 meters
{24.06 yards) behind each
goal line is the dead-ball line,
beyond which the ball is out of
play. The uprights of the goal
are 5.6 meters (6.12 yards)
apart. They are connected by
a(328
horizontal crossbar 3meters
yards) above the ground.
•appears
Although the game
complex, it is govemed by only two major
rules: (1) players may not
pass the ball forward, and (2}
players may not touch the
ball while it is in play if it was
last touched behind them
(nearer their own goals) by
players on their own teams
minor infringement results fn
ascrummage.
Source: Microsoft Encarta
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